Thermally-activated chemical source of electric energy is one of the alternative sources of special purpose. Anodes for such batteries are made of lithium-boron composite. The use of electromagnetic stirring in the technology of production of such a material makes it possible to obtain a good quality distribution of boron powder in a lithium melt. As the source of the electromagnetic field used two inductor of the traveling magnetic field (TMF). TMF inductor system allows to generate a different flow pattern as one, two vortex or more tricky flow structure. The computations of mass transfer in the melt are performed using a three dimensional k-omega SST turbulence model. A 3D electromagnetic model was used for Lorenz force density computation. Coupling of proposed numerical model were performed by means of COMSOL Multiphysics.
Introduction
Uniform impurity distribution issue in liquids is playing an important role in many areas [1] . Such necessity is arising in lithium-boron composite production from which anodes for batteries are made. Manufacturing process consist of boron powder introduction directly into molten lithium. Since the impurity density is greater by several times than lithium density and distribution in result is not uniform without any external influence. In order to address this challenge the electromagnetic stirring technology was proposed.
Stirring by the traveling magnetic field is widely used in different areas from intensification large scale metallurgical processes [2] [3] [4] to crystal grow in presence of TMF [5] .
Present paper deal with electromagnetic stirrer which is placed and operated at the Institute of High-Temperature Electrochemistry. Capacity of this installation is 0.5 kg and it is necessary to increase its capacity. For given purpose the numerical simulation of stirring modes is proposed. Full three dimension hydrodynamic computational results will allow to understand transport phenomena in the presence of TMFs and to further scale-up the installation capacity taking into account existing operating experience.
Electromagnetic Stirring Installation
Configuration of concerned electromagnetic stirrer is shown on Fig. 1 . It consists from two inductors which are arranged by the sides of the vessel with liquid lithium. These inductors are 12 copper coils that are in magnetic core slots. The group of coils supplied by 3 phase source and generates a TMF. That alternating magnetic field is penetrate into the molten metal and leads to the movement of well conducting liquid.
Generally for the stirring by TMF of cylindrical vessels the annular type coils are used [8, 9] . Under this influence a single toroidal type vortex is formed. [10, 11] . We consider the use of alternative methods for increasing the intensity of mixing. This installation allows to change the direction of the magnetic field separately for each of the two side inductors and even create oppositely and towardly directed TMF.
In this paper the three configurations of the traveling magnetic field, which schematically shown in Fig. 2 are considered. The first one is a combination of upward on the left side and downward on the right side TMF. The second is a simple double downward magnetic field. And the third is an opposite-toward direction magnetic field.
Numerical Model
Previously operating modes of present stirrer is numerically investigated by means of two dimension model with laminar steady models [6, 7] . But such formulation does not give a complete melt flow pattern due to the proposed unstable flow and the design features of stirrer. Geometry preparing, meshing, coupled hydrodynamic (HD) and electromagnetic (EM) numerical calculation were performed in COMSOL Multiphysics simulation software.
Electromagnetic part
To compute magnetic field, induced current and Lorenz force distribution the Magnetic Fields (mf) interface is used. It based on solution of Maxwell's equations, which are formulated using the magnetic vector potential. A full 3D geometry corresponds to the figure 1 and the parameters are given in table 1. The mesh consists from 257524 tetrahedral At the liquid metal surface domain mesh refined taking into account skin effect. The first step of EM part computing is a coil geometry analysis which used to compute the current flow of a coil. After that preprocessing step the problem is solved by means of frequency domain study step.
Hydrodynamic part
In most of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) application there is a turbulent or transition from laminar to turbulent flow especially in electromagnetic stirring. In connection with this the k-ω SST (spf interface) was chosen which is revealed good correlation with experimental data [12] . The obtained from EM part Lorenz forces is a source term for HD part. For the HD computation was used a uniform swept quadrilateral mesh with maximum element size 7 mm (Fig. 3) . 
Numerical results
The result of the electromagnetic analysis is the density of the Lorentz force in the liquid metal. Figure 4 shows the direction and intensity of forces for different modes of operation of the stirrer. Due to the skin effect, the greatest Lorenz forces are concentrated in the near-wall area and their direction corresponds to the direction of TMF. In the case of the third variant, the value of the induced current is much less. This is explained by the fact that in this mode of operation the number of slots per pole and phase [13] is doubled. Figure 5 presents a qualitative comparison of stirring modes under consideration. The unsteady regime of mixing is observed in all cases. That instability The first configuration of the TMF gives the highest flow intensity, in fact forming a rotation of the liquid bulk around the x axis. The greater velocity at the right wall is due to the nonsymmetry caused by the fact that the vessel is not completely full. The second mode gives two vortex flow structures, but due to the fact that TMF are directed in one direction (down) the flow intensity is lower The third configuration gives the "eight" type flow pattern, as can be seen from the figure in this mode, the upper vortex actively penetrates into the lower one and vice versa.
Conclusions
A numerical model of an electromagnetic mixer has been developed which allows increasing the capacity and productivity of the existing installation. It is determined that EM stirring by double side TMF inductor has an unsteady vortex parent and azimuthal velocity component. The presented model is planned to be improved by a more advanced description of turbulence, a more detailed grid and connection of a particle-tracking interface.
